The Institutional Workshop.
[We have lately published several articles dealing with prison management. These articles have borne upon their face the impress of being written with full knowledge of the subject; and, indeed, so patent has this been that we have been accused?and perhaps not altogether without reason?of having given the official side of the question. What is evident is that there ought to be no official Bide, and, so far as mere facts gor we do not think the officers of our prisons can fairly be charged with the slightest desire to put forward anything which is not literally correct. In human affairs, however, facts are not everything, and our prisons contain such a varied mixture of different types of humanity, the crimes are so different, the character of the criminals varies so much, the weight of their sentence falls so much more heavily on one than on another, that it is not to be wondered at that the aspect of the same facts should vary greatly according as they are looked at from a repression-of-crime point of view, or For the nurses of all ages have been of better fiore and stuff than to shrink from possible dulness when there is good work to be done. And in the prison wards there is good work to be done; and, though one hesitates to embark on prophecy, it is quite safe to predict that in a comparatively short time no prison ward will be found in the hands of untrained women.
